
In addition, Stonhard replaced elevator tower floors with Stonshield SLT, 
a durable, decorative epoxy system, with texture for slip-resistance. The 
transformation occurred over the course of four years, primarily in the 
offseason summer months, with Stonhard’s crew working around the 
clock to ensure a successful installation.

Design Elements
Stongard TM, Stonclad GS, and Stonclad UR in ‘Desert Tan’
Stonshield SLT: ‘Steel Gray’ with quartz aggregate 

Our Certifications & Memberships 
Stonhard is a proud member of the U.S. Green Building Council, the 
Manufacturer Advisory Panel for the HPD Collaborative, and our prod-
ucts are listed with mindful MATERIALS (mM). Stonhard carries an ISO 
9001 quality system certification.  

The Stonhard Difference
Stonhard is the unprecedented world leader in manufacturing and in-
stalling high-performance seamless, resinous floor, wall, and lining sys-
tems. With more than a century of experience, Stonhard provides its 
customers with a single-source warranty covering both products and 
installation. 

Problem
The world-famous Madison Square Garden (MSG) arena has a de-
cades-long and counting relationship with Stonhard performing behind-
the-scenes repairs to keep the New York entertainment center operat-
ing at full capacity. This long, reputable history solidified their decision 
to bring Stonhard onboard to take part in a $1 billion transformation 
project. After almost 50 years of use, the ‘Lower Bowl’ floor section was 
in poor condition, suffering from corroded concrete and peeling paint.  

Solution
Stonhard met the challenge by replacing the existing floor with                
Stongard TM, an exceptionally durable, elastomeric, traffic-bearing 
flooring system. Stongard TM is a textured, durable, sophisticated sur-
face that is easy to clean and maintain, and will provide a long-lasting 
surface to resist the throngs of foot and wheeled traffic at the arena.

Elsewhere, MSG opted for Stonhard’s Stonclad system in the conces-
sions area, choosing the seamless, sanitary system over quarry tile. For-
mulated specifically for general service areas, Stonclad systems are de-
signed to withstand tough, heavy traffic environments, resisting slips 
and stains. Stonclad systems were also installed in the expo area, beer 
fridges and club corridors. 

Stonhard Floors Help to Transform the World’s Most Famous Arena
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PROJECT PROFILE®

Products Used: Stonclad GS • Stonclad UR• Stongard TM 
• Stonshield SLT
Application Area: ‘Lower Bowl’ and ‘Upper Bowl’ Areas,
Concessions and Beer Refrigerators, Expo Area, Club Corridors,
Elevator Towers

“Stonhard worked integrally with Turner Construction and other construction trades 
in order to turn over an outstanding product in an incredible time frame,” said Lloyd 
Nolan, Territory Manager for Stonhard. “The ‘dark summer’ schedule was a nine-
month to one-year construction schedule compressed into three months. Commu-
nication was vital to the success of the project.”


